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 Missing part | Need original parts:// // Generated by class-dump 3.5 (64 bit). // // class-dump is Copyright (C) 1997-1998,
2000-2001, 2004-2015 by Steve Nygard. #import @interface CNInstantMessageService : NSObject { } +

(id)serviceWithSettings:(id)arg1; @end Q: Addition of two strings in c using pointers I have two strings: char x="This is a string
1"; char y="This is a string 2"; I want to add them, But because they are char *, I cant cast them to an integer and then add them.

I tried: int x=strlen(x); int y=strlen(y); int length=(x+y); But it gives me an error. I also tried char
*buffer=(char*)malloc(length*sizeof(char)); strcpy(buffer,x); strcpy(buffer+1,y); But I am not allowed to allocate memory

using strcpy as it is not allowed. What I actually want is the sum of the two strings, without casting them to integers. P.S: I am
using gcc compiler. A: You may use the strncat function from the string.h library. This function takes three arguments - the first
argument of the function is a pointer to the destination string, the second argument is the maximum length of the string, and the
third argument is the pointer to the source string: char x[] = "This is a string 1"; char y[] = "This is a string 2"; // x = "This is a

string 1" char *p = x; // maximum size of string // (maxlen - 1) because the string ends with \0 int maxlen = strlen(y) + 1;
strncat(p, y, maxlen); The function returns a pointer to the newly appended string at the end of the destination string, or NULL

if it was unable to allocate memory to append the source string. Prevention of non-melanoma skin 82157476af
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